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TITLE

shnit-OPEN 01 la culpa

ENGLISH TITLE YEAR
The guilt

2010

RT

GENRE

COUNTRY

DIRECTOR(S)

0:14:00

Fiction

Spain

Victori David
Martin Eric

shnit-OPEN 01 fran's daughter

2010

0:12:44

Fiction

United States of
America

the origin of
shnit-OPEN 01 creatures

2010

0:11:45

Animation

Netherlands

Kaayk Floris

Russia

Svetozar Golovlev

Spain

Molino Cristina

Iran

vahid hajilouei

shnit-OPEN 01 viktoria
shnit-OPEN 01 ¿Te vas?

10:22
Are you leaving? 2010

the road is
shnit-OPEN 01 jadeh masdood ast
closed…
das beste draus
Make the best of
shnit-OPEN 01 machen
2011
it
shnit-OPEN 02 directo

Clear Shot

dance of the little old
shnit-OPEN 02 men

0:06:00

Fiction

22:30
0:14:00

Fiction

Germany

Preuss Eckhard

2010

0:13:27

Fiction

Portugal

Alvarães Luís

2011

0:05:00

Fiction

Canada

Matson Kulchera

shnit-OPEN 02 l'anniversaire

Birthday

2009

0:15:00

Fiction

Canada

Saindon Jérémie

o plantador de
shnit-OPEN 02 quiabos

Okra Planter

2010

0:15:00

Fiction

Brazil

Madeira Santa

shnit-OPEN 02 fritt fall

Falling

2010

0:13:30

Fiction

Sweden

Bräck Carin

Serbia

Vojin Vasovic

USA

Felix Thompson

France

Prévost Cédric

united kingdom

chris shepherd

Canada

Ouardiri Halima

shnit-OPEN 02 5 minutes each
shnit-OPEN 02

the third one this
Week

shnit-OPEN 02 catharsis
shnit-OPEN 03

9:41

Catharsis

2010

bad night for the
blues

shnit-OPEN 03 mokhtar

Fiction

16:00
Mokhtar

shnit-OPEN 03 rubika

shnit-OPEN 03 jag är konstnär

0:15:00

I'm an Artist

2010

0:15:00

Fiction

2010

0:03:58

Animation

France

Vaxelaire Margaux,
Roux Caroline,
Rousseau Florent,
Ma Chao, Legay
Julien, Krebs
Mickaël, Habas
Ludovic, Baudean
Claire

2010

0:14:19

Fiction

Sweden

Kuylenstierna Lode

PREMIERE

World Premiere

shnit-OPEN 03 the palace

10:28

Netherlands

Ruud Satijn

shnit-OPEN 03 the strange ones

14:36

France

Lauren Wolkstein

shnit-OPEN 03 the philosopher

16:00

France

Abdulla Alkaabi

shnit-OPEN 04 prosopagnosia
shnit-OPEN 04 les conquérants

The Conquerors

shnit-OPEN 04 where there's smoke

2011

0:15:00

Fiction

Netherlands

Keijzer Hugo

2011

0:12:00

Animation

France

BANOCZKI Tibor,
SZABO Sarolta

2011

0:15:00

Fiction

United kingdom,
Brand Andrew
england

shnit-OPEN 04 guet-apens

Trapped

2011

0:08:45

Fiction

France

Barocas Michael

shnit-OPEN 04 pude ver un puma

Could see a
puma

2011

0:15:00

Fiction

Argentina

Williams Eduardo

Iceland

Borkur Sigthorsson

shnit-OPEN 04 support

01.30

shnit-OPEN 04 ik ben een meisje!

I Am A Girl!

2010

0:15:00

Documentary

Netherlands

Koenen Susan

shnit-OPEN 04 lasses lodd i livet

And the number
is...

2010

0:08:00

Fiction

Norway

Jensen Robin

shnit-OPEN 05 le lac noir

The Dark Lake

2011

0:19:15

Fiction

Switzerland

Jaquier Victor

2010

0:14:46

Fiction

Canada

Chang Kun

2009

0:04:00

Fiction

Spain

DORADO ALBERTO

2011

0:14:40

Fiction

United kingdom,
Ellis Simon
england

shnit-OPEN 05 catherine
shnit-OPEN 05 lost (perdido)

LOST

shnit-OPEN 05 jam today
shnit-OPEN 05 la promesa

The Promise

shnit-OPEN 05 the father
shnit-OPEN 05 across

10:10

Mexico

Erwin Jaquez

16:15

Australia

David Easteal

2010

0:10:00

Fiction

Netherlands

Doekes Michiel

shnit-OPEN 06 der besuch

THE VISIT

2011

0:08:30

Animation

Germany

Tambour Conrad

shnit-OPEN 06 o voo da papoila

WE ARE FREE
(THERE'S NO
GOING BACK)

2011

0:15:00

Fiction

Portugal

Portugal Nuno

shnit-OPEN 06 turning

2010

0:10:00

Animation,
Fiction

United kingdom, Arieli Karni, Freed
england
Saul

shnit-OPEN 06 3 hours

2010

0:14:00

Fiction

United kingdom,
Hall Regan
england

World Premiere

World Premiere

International Premiere

shnit-OPEN 06 dog sitting

2011

shnit-OPEN 06 injury time
shnit-OPEN 06 sang froid

Cold Blood

Fiction

Privat Yannick,
Verhagen Sara

0:14:30

Fiction

Belgium

Pront Robin

2011

0:04:32

Fiction

Canada, quebec

Thibaudeau Martin

Italy

Angelo Capasso

Poland

chojna igor

15:00
Through Glass

France

2011

shnit-OPEN 06 108.1 fm radio
shnit-OPEN 07 przez szybe

0:08:26

2009

0:14:57

Fiction

shnit-OPEN 07 even

7:36

Netherlands

Anielle Leonore
Webster

shnit-OPEN 07 just before dawn

11:05

UK

Loren Slater

shnit-OPEN 07 barracuda
shnit-OPEN 07 15 summers Later

15 Summers
Later

2011

0:15:00

Fiction

Italy

Martini Nicola

2011

0:05:00

Experimental

Spain

Collantes Pedro

14:53

Argentina

Ignacio Chaneton

11:00

Netherlands

Erwin Olaf

Canada

Ratzlaff Mark

Ireland

Thomas Hefferon

shnit-OPEN 07 coral
shnit-OPEN 07

the evocation of
sadness

shnit-OPEN 07 voodoo

2010

shnit-OPEN 08 the pool

0:12:50

Fiction

11:40

shnit-OPEN 08 jericho

2009

0:12:00

Fiction

Ireland

Gavin Liam

shnit-OPEN 08 vers le nord

HEADING NORTH 2010

0:15:00

Fiction

Tunisia

CHEBBI YOUSSEF

scene fra et
shnit-OPEN 08 parforhold: #2

Scene from a
Relationship: #2

2010

0:10:00

Fiction

Norway

Tosterud Glenn
Erland

shnit-OPEN 08 estereoscopia

Stereoscopy

2011

0:12:00

Fiction

Spain

Baño Xacio

shnit-OPEN 08 spasi i sohrani

Save and Keep

2010

0:12:59

Fiction

Ukraine

ShulginaMoskalenko Olga

shnit-OPEN 08 amar

to love

2011

0:04:00

Fiction

Spain

Alba de Alba Javier

2010

0:14:58

Fiction

United kingdom, Nascimento
england
Bernardo

The hidden smile 2011

0:13:00

Documentary,
Spain
Fiction

shnit-OPEN 08 north atlantic
shnit-OPEN 09 el somriure amagat

Durall Ventura

World Premiere
(National at Film
Festival in Brussel and
Gent)

International Premiere
(lief in Italien)

shnit-OPEN 09 the foundling
shnit-OPEN 09

au milieu de nulle
part ailleurs

shnit-OPEN 09 der letzte gast

2010
Nowhere
Elsewhere
The Last Guest

shnit-OPEN 09 dirty laundry
shnit-OPEN 09 förträngd

Annick Blanc

Fiction

Austria

Engel Markus

2010

0:15:00

Fiction

South africa

Abbott Stephen

14:40

Sweden

Jimmy Olsson

10:22

Australia

Nash Edgerton

Spain

Dezcallar Jaime

China

Lam See Chit

Spain

Molinero Aitor
Echeverría

Netherlands

Jeroen Annokkeé

Poland

M Haukur

2011

0:14:30

Fiction

14:56

shnit-OPEN 10 morir cada día

Daying every day 2010

0:13:00

shnit-OPEN 10 suiker

Sugar

9:00

shnit-OPEN 10 misja na marsa

Mission to Mars

shnit-OPEN 10 armadingen

Canada

0:15:00

shnit-OPEN 10 twenty dollars

shnit-OPEN 10 fish

United kingdom,
Cokeliss Barney
england

2011

Repressed

The Bird Spider

Fiction

15:00

shnit-OPEN 09 bear
shnit-OPEN 10 la migala

0:07:00

Fiction

2011

0:14:14

Fiction

2010

0:01:40

Experimental,
Italy
Fiction

23:00

Germany

BOSATRA SERGIO
Philipp Kaessbohrer

Shnit-OPEN #1

1. La Culpa
After the murder of Leoʼs wife, a single idea consumes him endlessly: revenge.
2. Franʼs Daughter
Margaret takes care of her mother Fran, an Alhzeimerʼs patient. When a stranger
named Janet arrives bearing a letter from Farn, questions arise that will challenge
Margaretʼs most basic asumptions.
3. The Origin of Creatures
A futuristic vision of a world after a catastrophic disaster. In this dark parable
mutated limbs are looking for cooperation, but due to miscommunication the
mission is doomed to failure.
4. Viktoria
The first love story between a sailor and a pioneer leader happenig in difficult
postwar times.
5. Te vas?
What is written behind these legends of dragoons, princes and princesses? Once
upon a time... the reality.
6. Jadeeh masdood ast
Four middle-aged men with different views on religion try to deliver a pulpit to a
remote mountain village. Ignoring the toll officerʼs warning that the road is closed
because of a snow storm, they drive on. When they get stuck in the storm they
start discussing about how to survive.
7. Das Beste draus machen
Maja drinks under the bed, Udo is cooking coffee for everybody, Silvan, Majas
husband doesn't understand anything and Valerie is even pregnant! Why didnʼt
Doris just go to the dentist?

Shnit-OPEN #2

1. Directo
A couple is watching the live broadcast of a bank robbery on TV. The robbers
have taken two hostages and are in the crosshairs of the snipers. Now
someone has to make the decision between life and death.
2. Dance of the Little Old Men
Under the guise of a traditional Mexican folk dance, a border town cowboy is
unknowingly robbed of his treasure.
3. Lʼanniversaire
A mother and her two boys anxiously await the afternoonʼs family birthday
party. But a moment of passion for one ignites a moment of irrevocable change
for the other.
4. O Plantador de Quiabos
A tragicomedy about a farmer in the countryside of São Paulo. He decides to
buy himself a bike, so he can better deliver his okras. But when he takes his
wife and daughter to town for this purchase, things turn out differently.
5. Fritt Fall
Lea and Henrik have everything and they are very happy together. But when
you have everything, you can lose it.
6. 5 Minutes Each
5 Minutes Each is a metaphorical story about the constant struggle of the artist
to reach those five minutes of limelight. A tale about an upswing and downfall,
with the climax appearing concurrently and unexpectedly.
7. The Third One this Week
A doctor only has one chance to deliver bad news… or does he?
8. Catharsis
An aspiring film director wakes up suddenly because he sees a camera that
follows him everywhere. He feels he is trapped inside a film. Can he escape
this nightmare and get back to reality and to the girl he loves?

Shnit-OPEN #3

Shnit-OPEN #4

1. Bad Night for the Blues
Blues rinses portraits of the queen and stand up bingo. Chris Shepherd delves
into his past and recalls the world of his Aunty Glad and her local Conservative
Club. The hues of blue that make up the Tory heartland are more than just a
party – they are a state of mind.

1. Prosopagnosia
Alfred finds his best friend Julia dead in her apartment and looks the
perpetrator right in the eyes. But because of his extremely rare condition
he is unable to identify him.

2. Mokhtar
Based on a true story, Mokhtar recounts the tale of a young boy who lives with
his family and goatherds in a remote, Moroccan village. One day, the boy finds a
fallen owl and decides to keep it, despite the fact that the owl is considered a bad
omen. His new pet becomes a symbol of rebellion against his family and an icon
of his fledging independence.
3. Rubika
Welcome to Rubika, a planet with a fancy gravity.
4. Jag är konstnär
A tragicomedy where emotions spiral out of control when a prospective artstudent doesnʼt get the feedback she wants on her latest painting.
5. The Palace
On her first ever night out 14-year old Machteld discovers that the grown-up
world in the disco The Palace is not as mysterious or romantic as she expected
and realises that sheʼd rather stay a girl for a little longer.
6. The Strange Ones
A man and a boy are traveling to an unknown destination when their car breaks
down. They find respite in a small roadside motel where a girl offers to help them.
On the surface all seems normal, but an unseen tension begins to mount
between the three of them.
7. The Philosopher
Baggio was a successful footballer, martial artist and pianist living the high life
with his fame and fortune. Unfortunately, all of the perfections do not help satisfy
that urging need to «do something» with his life. So Baggio pursues a new title…
philosopher!

2. Les conquérants
What exactly do we need to build new civilization? Bravery? Courage?
Power? Or the only thing we need is to successfully destroy an already
existing one.
3. Where thereʼs Smoke
A coupleʼs troubled relationship collides with a strangerʼs good intention.
4. Guet-Apens
Jacques is an old man living a peaceful retired life. As heʼs coming back
from his daily walk through his neighborhood, heʼs attacked by two men
who force themselves into his apartment. They want money and they will
do anything to find it. But Jacques hasnʼt lost the battle yet…
5. Pude ver un puma
An accident leads a group of young boys from the high roofs of their
neighborhood, passing through its destruction, to the deepest of the earth.
6. Support
A terminally ill patient in an intensive care unit decides to take fate into his
own hands.
7. Ik ben een meisje!
Every 13-year-old girl dreams of that nice, but hard-to-get, boy. And Joppe
is no different, consulting her friend on how to ask Brian out. …But just how
should she tell Brian that she was born a boy?
8. Lasses lodd i livet
Lasse is living a sad life, but one day he gets a very special and
unexpected phone call from ...

Shnit-OPEN #6
Shnit-OPEN #5
1. Le lac noir
Once upon a time Madeleine and Jean live on the shores of an alpine lake. They
have been together since Jean found her lying unconscious in the forest. One day,
Jean catches a big fish and in its stomach he finds something that awakens
Madeleineʼs memory.
2. Catherine
After a party a gay and a straight guy find out that they share a common past.

1. Der Besuch
A tragicomical story about an old woman who, to the consternation of her son, is
preparing dinner in the middle of the night for her long-deceased friends. Fantasy,
dream or reality? Does it make any difference?
2. O voo da papoila
A single photo and a song unite the three characters forever. From the photo,
Sebastião, the photographer, Joaquim, the soldier and the boy, Rui become true
icons of the hope that began in April of 1974. And what has become of that hope
30 years on?

3. Lost (Perdido)
Lost (Perdido) is a short film that transports us into the desert of Western Africa.
As soon as we get there, we meet Salilou an eight year old Somalian kid who
seems lost. He has just met an UN patrol officer. Is this his lucky day? A camera
turn shows the reality.

3. Turning
On his sixth birthday Robert receives three beautiful old birds in his mother's
sitting room. A memory of an afternoon with tea and cake, lacey pink slips and a
tale of an emperor with no skin.

4 Jam Today
Impatient to grow up and become a man, eleven-year-old Robert is stuck on a
boating holiday with only his parents and his curiosity for company.

4. Three Hours
When militants indiscriminately murder his younger brother, Akram is out for
revenge. Brotherhood, tragedy, retribution. The true story of one day in Baghdad.

5. La Promesa
A likeness of humans, robots will be a reality in the future. The only thing that
distinguishes us from them is that we can still control them. But for how long if
they have assumed the characteristics that seemed to identify us as human
beings?

5. Dog Sitting
A young English student in Paris makes her living from dog sitting. Everything
works fine until one day one of her protégés becomes an unexpected burden.

6. The Father
Haunted by his past, a man searches for forgiveness. Getting it however, may
come at a cost.
7. Across
Across is a film about a manʼs integrity. Luke lacks this virtue and is still haunted
by an incident where he didnʼt defend his girlfriend from harrassment. But one
night, he finds an opportunity to redeem himself, provided that he can hold his
nerve.

6. Injury Time
Three Antwerp football fans in Belgian Wallonia. After one of them gets severely
beaten up by a group of rivalising fans, Sid wants to leave immediately. But one
of them, loose cannon Van Dessel, is not planning on going home just yet...
7. Sang Froid
A stressed mother brings her son to the hospital. The young boy follows her full of
fear, because she forgot to explain to him the reason why they go there.

8. 108.1 fm radio
A driver, a hitchhiker and a radio programme. While driving through the night,
driver and passenger get more and more paranoid. 108.1 fm radio is a short
metaphor about the power of mass media.

Shnit-OPEN #7

Shnit-OPEN #8

1. Przez szybe
A young man arrives late for his aunt's funeral, in a tiny village in central Poland.
He's confronted by a number of women, who challenge his presence, as he is the
only outsider that has interrupted the life this hermetic community. After he misses
his last bus he is forced to stay for the night.

1. The Pool
The Pool is a drama about three teenage boys who break into their school
swimming pool one night in order to stage a macho breath holding contest. But as
the night goes on, the loud, brash Charlie begins to tease the overweight Sam.
After a girl, Katie, arrives whom they all fancy, tensions start to escalate.

2. Even
Philip is an actor at the age of 21 and meets make-up artist Helena, who is in her
fourties, on a filmset. While Helena makes Philip ready for his first big film role, few
words are spoken but in-between the lines there is a lot of communication going on.

2. Jericho
Recently widowed, Franky Bannon canʼt cope with his loss. Heʼs suicidal. Until his
imaginary childhood friends return to show him that the world is still beautiful.

3. Just before Dawn
Two female friends are on a mission to rediscover the heady days of their youth. At
a late-night, isolated party in the countryside one of them discovers this might be
more disturbing than she imagined.
4. Barracuda
Mario and Giacomo are two brothers who work as undertakers. One day, while they
are preparing a body, Giacomo, the younger brother, finds a lottery ticket, which
changes their lives unexpectedly.
5. 15 Summers Later
Laila and Aksel, a couple in their late twenties, relax at a beach in the Trondheimʼs
fjord during a sunny day. Then Halvard, one of Lailaʼs old classmates, shows up
unexpectedly. They havenʼt seen each other since their schooldays but Halvard has
some vivid memories to share with Laila.
6. Coral
Something is brewing inside Adelina, something that deeply binds her to the jungle
around her. That thing Adelina is waiting for is coming closer and closer: the
answer, the instrument, that could help her to make a change or bring things back
to their previous state…
7. The evocation of sadness
A princess discovers that she is not living in her own time, the 19th century, she is
trapped in a film and cannot escape!
8. Voodoo
Some marriages are cursed from the start. Fact. Mr. Decker knows this all too well.
When his wife returns from her travels abroad and provokes yet another fight, the
couple turns to an unusual solution.

3. Vers le nord
It's a dark night on a beach in the middle of nowhere. Mehdi and Nito, two
smugglers, are preparing to conclude a deal with the Albanian Mafia. Human
trafficking. The situation escalates when Mehdi discovers that his little brother,
Mouja, is candidate for travel.
4. Scene fra et parforhold
After some near-perfect sex, a brand new couple starts asking the kinds of
questions that are better left unasked and definitely unanswered.
5. Estereoscopia
Emilio lives on his own taking refuge in the anonymity of the city. One day, on his
way to work, he is knocked down and loses his left eyesight. After the eyetransplant, Emilio sees life from a different perspective.
6. Spasi i sohrani
1943, Ukraineʼs northern border with Russia. Two German soldiers are fishing near
a village. Suddenly, one of them sees something on the other side of the pond – a
chicken, potential food in these hungry times. However, the attention of his partner,
Ulrich, is taken by something quite different – he hears church bells not far away.
7. Amar
Two women observe the sea wondering. When is love crazy?
8. North Atlantic
An isolated air-traffic controller on an island of the Azores archipelago receives a
transatlantic emergency signal from a lost plane. As the dialogue with the lone pilot
unfolds, it emerges that their new found friendship won't last through the night.

Shnit-OPEN #10
Shnit-OPEN #9
1. El somriure amagat
In the style of a realist fable, a reflection on the values that come about in a society
made up of children. The path of initiation taken by a 10-year-old boy who arrives to
the Ethiopian capital after running away from home, and his encounter with a group
of street children.
2. The Foundling
A young man, abandonned as a child, has a mysterious encounter with a stragner.
A mythical short set in the world of a 1930s circus and freak show.
3. Au milieu du nulle part ailleurs
Lacking the courage to visit her sick mother, Jade forces her family to stop and
spend the night in a deserted motel. There, trapped in the antiquated corridors of
this remote place, she is swept away by her imagination and by her fears.
4. Der letzte Gast
Late at night in a Viennese bar, Peter, the barman, is having a final drink with his
friend and last customer, Andi. But what starts as a mundane conversation between
two friends quickly turns into a situation of life and death.
5. Dirty Laundry
It’s 1:08 AM and Roger is doing his laundry at The Wishy Washy. For Roger this is
merely routine, but tonight there’s something strange in the laundromat’s water.
6. Förträngd
Kristoffer is on the night bus with some friends on their way home after a party. They
are talking about a certain memory. All of a sudden two youngsters enter the bus, a
boy and a girl and they are really drunk. While Kristoffer observes them something
he had repressed materialises.
7. Bear
Jack means well, but sometimes good intentions have horrible consequences.

1. La Migala
A man with arachnophobia buys a poisonous bird spider and sets it free in
his apartment. He wants to bring home his personal hell in order to destroy
another one.
2. Twenty Dollars
In the back rooms of a fresh fruit market in Hong Kong, fruits are being
spiked with drugs, gambling and prostitution are the order of the day. The
only innocent thing is a girl who then sells it off at a price of $20.
3. Morir cada dia
Blanca is not willing to let her family enjoy a quiet dinner. The conversation
is boring and she is irritated by the same old jokes. She knows that things
that slumber under the surface should be spoken out.
4. Suiker
Bert's scantily dressed neighbour, Klaasje, comes by to borrow a cup of
sugar. Then things get steadily and comically worse.
5. Misja na marsa
Poland just after the fall of the Iron Curtain. At a party, drunk teenagers
play a foolish game. The fun ends in tragedy, and the famous Polish urban
legend The Mission to Mars is born.
6. Fish
Twelve cats and a goldfish.
7. Armadingen
Walter lives together with his wife Helga on his farm in the North of
Germany; they donʼt have a lot to say to each other anymore. When Walter
is cutting the hay, he hears in the radio that a gigantic asteroid is racing
towards the earth and that thereʼs no hope for saving the world anymore.
As he doesnʼt know how to tell his wife, he just hides those news from her.

